We consider the prospect of using the charm system as a laboratory for probing new physics. The theoretical expectations for rare charm meson decays, D 0 −D 0 , and charm quark asymmetries in Z decays are examined in the Standard Model. The effects of new physics from several classes of nonstandard dynamical models are summarized for these phenomena.
Overview
One of the outstanding problems in particle physics is the mysterious origin of the fermion mass and mixing spectrum. One approach in addressing this question is to perform a detailed study of the properties of all fermions. While investigations of the K and B systems have and will continue to play a central role in our quest to understand flavor physics, in-depth examinations of the charm-quark sector have yet to be performed, leaving a gap in our knowledge. Since charm is the only heavy charged +2/3 quark presently accessible to experiment, it provides the sole window of opportunity to examine flavor physics in this sector. In addition, charm allows a complimentary probe of Standard Model (SM) physics and beyond to that attainable from the down-quark sector.
Due to the effectiveness of the GIM mechanism, short distance SM contributions to rare charm processes are very small. Most reactions are thus dominated by long range effects which are difficult to reliably calculate. However, for some interactions, there exists a window for the potential observation of new physics. In fact, it is precisely because the SM flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) rates are so small that charm provides an untapped opportunity to discover new effects and offers a detailed test of the SM in the up-quark sector. In this talk, we first review the expectations for rare D meson decays, focusing on radiative charm decays. We next discuss D 0 −D 0 mixing, first in the SM, then in a variety of models with new interactions. We then finish with a summary of new physics effects in charm quark asymmetries in Z decays.
Rare Decays of Charm
FCNC decays of charm mesons include the processes D 0 → ℓ + ℓ − , γγ, and D → X u + γ, X u + νν, X u + ℓ + ℓ − , with ℓ = e, µ. They proceed via electromagnetic or weak penguin diagrams as well as receiving contributions from box diagrams in some cases. The short distance SM contributions to these decays are quite small, as the masses of the quarks which participate inside the loops (d, s, and b) are tiny, resulting in a very effective GIM mechanism. The calculation of the short distance rates for these processes is straightforward and the transition amplitudes and standard loop integrals, which are categorized in Ref. 1 for rare K decays, are easily converted to the D system. The loop integrals relevant for D 0 → γγ may be found in Ref.
2. Employing the GIM mechanism results in the general expression for the amplitudes,
with V ij representing the relevant Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements, and
The magnitude of the s-and b-quark contributions are generally comparable as the larger CKM factors compensate for the small strange quark mass. The values of the resulting inclusive short distance branching fractions, are summarized in Table 1 , along with the current experimental bounds.
3,4 The corresponding short distance exclusive rates are typically an order of magnitude less than the inclusive case. We note that the transition The calculation of the long distance branching fractions are plagued with hadronic uncertainties and the estimates listed in Table 1 convey an upper limit on the size of these effects rather than an actual value. These estimates have been computed by considering various intermediate particle states (e.g., π, K,K, η, η ′ , ππ, or KK) and inserting the known rates for the decay of the intermediate particles into the final state of interest. In all cases we see that the long distance contributions overwhelm those from SM short distance physics
The radiative decays, D → X u + γ, warrant further discussion. Before QCD corrections are applied, the short distance inclusive rate is very small, B(c → uγ) = 1.4 × 10 −17 ; however, the QCD corrections greatly enhance this rate. These corrections have recently been calculated 5 employing an operator product expansion, where the effective Hamiltonian is evolved at leading logarithmic order from the electroweak scale down to µ ∼ m c by the Renormalization Group Equations. The evolution is performed in two successive steps; first from the electroweak scale down to m b working in an effective 5 flavor theory, and then to µ < m b in an effective 4 flavor theory. We note that care must be taken in the operator expansion in order to correctly account for the CKM structure of the operators. This procedure results 5 in B(c → uγ) = (4.21−7.94)×10 −12 , where the lower(upper) value in the numerical range corresponds to the scale µ = 2m c (m c ). The effects of the QCD corrections are dramatic, and the rate is almost entirely due to operator mixing. The stability of this result can be tested once the complete next-to-leading order corrections are known.
The long range effects in radiative charm meson decays have also been recently examined in Ref. 5 . These effects can be separated into two classes, (i) pole amplitudes, which correspond to the annihilation processes cq 1 → q 2q3 with the photon radiating from any of the quarks, and (ii) vector meson dominance (VMD) contributions, which are described by the underlying process c → q 1q2 q followed by the conversionq 2 q → γ. In the first class, either the D meson experiences weak mixing with the particle intermediate states before photon emission occurs (denoted as as type I transition), or the photon is emitted before weak mixing, i.e., the final state meson is created via weak mixing (designated as type II). The case of pseudoscalar intermediate states was considered in the type I amplitudes, since the pseudoscalar-photon-final state meson coupling can be phenomenologically inferred from data. In type II transitions, the DγD * n vertices have not yet been experimentally determined and thus one must rely on theoretical modeling. We note that both of these amplitudes are parity conserving due to the electromagnetic transition. In VMD reactions, the amplitudes have been calculated using both (i) a phenomenological approach, which utilizes available data on D → MV transitions, and (ii) the theoretical model of Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel. The expectations for the transition amplitude in each case are presented in Table 2 , as well as the resulting range of predicted branching fractions for various exclusive decay modes. We see that there is a wide range of predictions, and that the long range effects completely dominate over the short distance physics. Observation of several of these exclusive decays, would test the theoretical modeling, and would enable the scaling of predictions to the B sector with greater accuracy. This would be important for the case of B → ργ, which suffers from long distance uncertainties, 7 and from which one would like to extract the CKM matrix element V td .
Lepton flavor violating decays, e.g., D 0 → µ ± e ∓ and D → X + µ ± e ∓ , are strictly forbidden in the SM with massless neutrinos. In a model with massive non-degenerate neutrinos and non-vanishing neutrino mixings, such as in four generation models, D 0 → µ ± e ∓ would be mediated by box diagrams with the massive neutrinos being exchanged internally. LEP data restricts 8 heavy neutrino mixing with e and µ to be |U N e U * N µ | 2 < 7 × 10 −6 for a neutrino with mass m N > 45 GeV. Consistency with this bound constrains 9 the branching fraction to be B(D 0 → µ ± e ∓ ) < 6 ×10 −22 . This result also holds for a heavy singlet neutrino which is not accompanied by a charged lepton. The observation of this decay at a larger rate than the above bound would be a clear signal for the existence of a different class of models with new physics.
Examining Table 1 , we see that the SM short distance contributions to rare charm decays are overwhelmed by the long distance effects. The observation of any of these modes at a larger rate than what is predicted from long distance interactions would provide a clear signal for new physics. To demonstrate the magnitude of enhancements that are possible in theories beyond the SM, we consider two examples (i) leptoquark exchange mediating D 0 → µ ± e ∓ and (ii) a heavy Q = −1/3 quark contributing to c → uγ. Leptoquarks are color triplet particles which couple to a lepton-quark pair and are naturally present in many theories beyond the SM which relate leptons and quarks at a more fundamental level. We parameterize their a priori unknown couplings as λ 2 ℓq /4π = F ℓq α. Leptoquarks can mediate D 0 → µ ± e ∓ by tree-level exchange, however their contributions are suppressed by angular momentum conservation. From the present limit B(D 0 → µ ± e ∓ ) < 10 −4 , Davidson et al. 10 derive the bound on the leptoquark mass m lq and coupling,
These constraints surpass those from HERA. 11 In the second example of new physics contributions, we examine a heavy Q = −1/3 quark, which may be present, e.g., as an iso-doublet fourth generation b ′ quark, or as a singlet quark in E 6 grand unified theories. The current bound 3 on the mass of such an object is m b ′ > 85 GeV, assuming that it decays via charged current interactions. The heavy quark will then participate inside the penguin diagrams which mediate c → uγ, with the appropriate CKM factors. From unitarity considerations, the fourth generation CKM factor will also contribute to the coefficient of the current-current operator which dominates the branching fraction via mixing. The resulting B(D → X u γ) is presented in Fig. 1 as a function of the fourth generation CKM mixing factor, for several values of the heavy quark mass. We see that a sizeable enhancement of the three generation short distance rate is possible, however, the short distance rate is still overpowered by the long range effects.
Non-SM contributions may also affect the purely leptonic decays D → ℓν ℓ . Signatures for new physics include the measurement of non-SM values for the absolute branching ratios, or the observation of a deviation from the SM prediction
This ratio is sensitive to violations of µ − τ universality. As another example, we consider the case where the SM Higgs sector is enlarged by an additional Higgs doublet. These models generate important contributions 12 to the decay B → τ ν τ and it is instructive to examine their effects in the charm sector. Two such models, which naturally avoid tree-level flavor changing neutral currents, are Model I, where one doublet (φ 2 ) generates masses for all fermions and the second (φ 1 ) decouples from the fermion sector, and Model II, where φ 2 gives mass to the up-type quarks, while the down-type quarks and charged leptons receive their mass from φ 1 . Each doublet receives a vacuum expectation value v i , subject to the constraint that v 
with A u = cot β in both models and A d = A ℓ = − cot β(tan β) in Model I(II), where tan β ≡ v 2 /v 1 . In Models I and II, we obtain the result
where in Model II the D + s decay receives an additional modification
In this case, we see that the effect of the H ± exchange is independent of the leptonic final state and the above prediction for the ratio in Eq. (3) is unchanged. This is because the H ± contribution is proportional to the charged lepton mass, which is then a common factor with the SM helicity suppressed term. However, the absolute branching fractions can be modified; this effect is negligible in the decay D + → ℓ + ν ℓ , but could be of order a few percent in D 
, where
in the limit ∆m D /Γ, ∆Γ/Γ ≪ 1. These analyses, however, are based on the assumption that there is no interference between the mixing signal and the dominant background of doubly Cabbibo suppressed decays. It has recently been noted 13 that while this assumption may be valid for the SM (since the expected size of the mixing is small), it does not necessarily apply in models with new physics where D 0 −D 0 mixing is potentially large.
The short distance SM contributions to ∆m D proceed through a W box diagram with internal d, s, b-quarks. In this case the external momentum, which is of order m c , is communicated to the light quarks in the loop and can not be neglected. The effective Hamiltonian is
where the I GeV. Clearly, the SM predictions lie far below the present experimental sensitivity! We see that the gap between the short and long distance expectations is not that large, and hence the opportunity exists for new physics to reveal itself.
One reason the SM short distance expectations for D 0 −D 0 mixing are so small is that there are no heavy particles participating in the box diagram to enhance the rate. Hence the first extension to the SM that we consider is the addition 17 of a heavy Q = −1/3 quark. We can now neglect the external momentum and ∆m D is given by the usual expression,
The value of ∆m D is displayed in this model in Fig. 2(a) as a function of the overall CKM mixing factor for various values of the heavy quark mass. We see that ∆m D approaches the current experimental range for large values of the mixing factor. Next we examine two-Higgs-doublet models discussed above which avoid tree-level FCNC by introducing a global symmetry. The expression for ∆m D in these models can be found in Ref. 18 . From the Lagrangian in Eq. (4) it is clear that Model I will only modify the SM result for very small values of tan β, and this region is already excluded 18, 19 from existing data on b → sγ and B Fig. 2(b) .
We now consider the case of extended Higgs sectors without natural flavor conservation. In these models the above requirement of a global symmetry which restricts each fermion type to receive mass from only one doublet is replaced 20 by approximate flavor symmetries which act on the fermion sector. The Yukawa couplings can then possess a structure which reflects the observed fermion mass and mixing hierarchy. This allows the low-energy FCNC limits to be evaded as the flavor changing couplings to the light fermions are small. We employ the Cheng-Sher ansatz, 20 where the flavor changing couplings of the neutral Higgs are
with the m i(j) being the relevant fermion masses and ∆ ij representing a combination of mixing angles. h 0 can now contribute to ∆m D through tree-level exchange as well as mediating D 0 −D 0 mixing by h 0 and t-quark virtual exchange in a box diagram. These latter contributions only compete with those from the tree-level process for large values of ∆ ij . In Fig. 2(c-d) we show the value of ∆m D in this model from the tree-level and box diagram contribution, respectively.
The last contribution to D 0 −D 0 mixing that we will discuss here is that of scalar leptoquark bosons. They participate in ∆m D via virtual exchange inside a box diagram, 10 together with a charged lepton or neutrino. Assuming that there is no leptoquark-GIM mechanism, and taking both exchanged leptons to be the same type, we obtain the restriction
where F ℓq is defined in the previous section. The resulting constraints in the leptoquark coupling-mass plane are presented in Fig. 2 (e), assuming that a limit of ∆m D < 10
could be obtained from experiment.
Charm Quark Asymmetries in Z Decays
The SM continues to provide an excellent description of precision electroweak data, 21 especially in the light of the discovery of the top-quark 22 in the mass range predicted by this data. The only hint of a potential discrepancy is a mere (2 − 2.5)σ deviation from SM expectations for the quantity R b ≡ Γ(Z → bb)/Γ(Z → hadrons). A global fit to all LEP data gives the result 21 R b = 0.2204 ± 0.0020. In this fit, the value of R b is highly correlated to the value of the corresponding quantity R c , which is measured to be R c = 0.1606 ± 0.0095. In contract to the b-quark case, this is in reasonable agreement with the SM expectation of R c = 0. The existence of anomalous couplings between the c-quark and the Z boson could cause a significant shift 24 in the value of R c . The lowest dimensional non-renormalizable operators which can be added to the SM take the form of either electric or magnetic dipole form factors. Defining κ andκ as the real parts of the magnetic and electric dipole form factors, respectively, (evaluated at
The influence of these couplings on R c and A c is presented in Fig. 3(a) from Rizzo, 24 where the ratio of these quantities calculated with the above Lagrangian to that of the SM (as defined by ZFITTER 23 ) is displayed. In this figure the solid (dashed) curves represent the predictions when κ Z c (κ Z c ) is taken to be non-zero, with the diamonds representing unit steps of 0.002 in these parameters. The position of the data is also shown.
The extended Higgs models without natural flavor conservation discussed above can also affect the Zcc vertex. In this case, there is an extra vertex correction due to the exchange of the neutral Higgs and the top-quark. This correction takes the form
, where δv c and δa c are given by the loop integrals. The effect of this correction on the asymmetry parameter is shown in Fig. 3(b) , where we see that only very large values of ∆ ct yield deviations from the SM.
Extended electroweak gauge sectors which contain an extra neutral gauge boson can modify the fermion couplings of the SM Z. These alterations in the couplings arise due to (i) a shift in the values of v f and a f due to Z − Z ′ mixing, (ii) an overall factor of √ ρ = M SM Z /M Z 1 due to the shift in the mass of the lightest physical Z 1 , from that predicted in the SM, and (iii) a shift in the value of x w = sin 2 θ w defined as x w (M Z 1 ) and not x W (M SM Z ). The variation in the Z → cc width and in A c for the extended gauge models based on E 6 and SO(10) grand unified theories 25 are shown in Fig. 3(c-d) , respectively. In the E 6 case, the solid lines correspond to fixed values of the Z − Z ′ mixing angle φ for a 1 TeV Z ′ , and the length of the lines represents the variation of the model parameter −90
• ≤ θ E 6 ≤ 90
• . In the Left-Right Symmetric Model (based on SO(10)), A c is displayed as a function of the ratio of right-to left-handed coupling strength, κ ≡ g R /g L , for various values of the Z ′ mass.
Summary
In summary we see that there is a wide physics potential to motivate an in-depth study of the charm system. We urge our experimental colleagues to study charm with the same precision that has and will be achieved in the down-quark sector.
